DANA SPICER
IMPORTANT INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS
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The plate and disc kits for Model 60 Track-Lok and Model 60 & 70 POWR-LOK must be installed
with the proper sequence and stack height The thickness of the clutch pack is preselected
and wire tied together in the kit for your convenience. Any mixing or deviation from this
arrangement will cause improper blasing action of the differential case assembly. Refer to
the item letter in the exploded drawing for proper disc and plate arrangement.

MODEL 60 TRAC-LOK

ITEM
MODEL 60 TRAC-LOK
A.
One dished preload spacer with ears.
		
NOTE: Assemble with I.D. in contact with side gear.
B.
Four friction discs with no ears.
C.
Four differential pressure plates with ears.

MODEL 60 & 70 POWR-LOK

ITEM
MODEL 60 & 70 POWR-LOK
A.
One plate assembly with ears.
		
NOTE: This plate has a small hole in one ear
		
and is to be assembled next to gear.
B.
Two dished differential discs.
		
NOTE: Assemble with I.D. positioned in contact
		
with outer plates (C) as shown.
C.
Two differential plates with ears.
— Courtesy Dana Spicer
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IMPORTANT SERVICE INFORMATION
LIMITED-SLIP DISC & PLATE KIT

DANA SPICER

STEP
1

2

LIMITED-SLIP DISC & PLATE KIT
Prior to assembly, pre-lubricate each disc and plate with Friction
Modifier by pre-soaking to a minimum of 20 minutes.
NOTE: The thickness of the clutch pack is pre-selected and wire tied
together and must not be mixed.
After assembly into carrier housing, fill axle assembly with proper amount
and specified lubricant, and add remaining amount of Friction Modifier
used in pre-soaking.

NOTE

It is not our intent to recommend any particular brand or make of lubricant.
However, the lubricant should be an S.A.E. 80W–90 per Mil. Spec. L-2105-C, unless
otherwise recommended by the vehicle manufacturer. Motor vehicles are operated
under various requirements, conditions, and environments. It is recommended that
the lubricants specified by the vehicle’s manufacturer be used. They may provide
additional lubricating characteristics which may be required for your vehicle’s operation. Contact your local service dealer or refer to your owner’s manual to obtain the
proper lubricant specification.

— Courtesy Dana Spicer
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DANA SPICER
How To Identify A Spicer Axle
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All Spicer Carrier Type axles are identified with a manufacturing date (1) and Bill of Material number
(2) stamped on the right or left hand tube on driving axles. The Bill of Material number may also be
found on the carrier in some models as shown in illustration (2a). For independent front suspension
(IFS) axles, the B/M number may be located at one of three locations:
1. a vertically positioned tag near the center of the right hand side support arm,
2. stamped into the left hand side support arm (opposite end of the camber adjuster),
3. stamped into the ‘nose end’ of the axle carrier. The location will depend on the
manufacturing date of the axle.
The axle model number will be cast into one of the webs as shown (3), or it can be on the nose.
Each axle contains a gear ratio tag (4), and if the axle is equipped with a limited slip differential, it
will have a tag… specifying the type of limited slip lubricant to be used (5).
Refer to the appropriate model number section for parts identification and a breakdown of the Bill
of Material.

How Limited Slip Differentials Operate
A conventional differential transmits all the ring gear torque through the differential gears to the axle
shafts. Torque is at all times equal on the axle shafts, and if one wheel slips, the other wheel can only
put out as much torque as the slipping wheel.
The Spicer Limited Slip differential has the same power flow as a conventional differential, plus a
more direct flow which automatically takes effect as driving conditions demand. This more direct
power flow is from the differential case to each axle shaft through a clutch plate and disc arrangement.
Arrangement of these plates and discs is at the option of the vehicle manufacturer, so care
should be taken during disassembly to note the arrangement of these components.
The Limited Slip construction permits differential action when required for turning corners and
transmits equal torque to both wheels when driving straight ahead. However, when one wheel tries
to spin due to leaving the ground, or hitting a patch of ice, etc., the clutch packs automatically provide
more torque to the wheel which is not trying to spin.
The Limited Slip differential resists wheel spin on bumpy roads and provides more pulling power
when one wheel tries to slip. In many cases of differences in traction, pulling power will be automatically provided until both wheels start to slip.
In diagnosis of vehicle operators’ complaints, it is important to recognize two things.
1. If, with unequal traction, both wheels slip, the Limited Slip Differential has done all it can
possibly do.
2. In extreme cases of differences in traction, the wheel with the least traction may spin after
the Limited Slip has transferred as much torque as possible to the non-slipping wheel.
— Courtesy Dana Spicer
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